V I B E T U L I PA
“A flower box in a city apartment offers a moment of nature’s perfect stillness,
a splash of color and the aroma of a fresh country meadow.
So too does VIBE TULIPA give the bather a moment of relief from the hectic life
that defines modern urban living.”

Be Vibrant
BLOOM
IN STYLE

Part of BainUltra’s VIBE™ Collection, Tulipa, brings a new flair
to the bathroom with it’s distinctive design and stylish feet.
It is through connecting with our deepest sense of self in the
calming environment of the bath that we are able to find our
inner strength and blossom.
Like the most vivid colors of a tulip flower, chromatherapy in
the Tulipa bathtub recalls those beautiful natural colors while
offering a powerful and healing experience to the bather.
BainUltra’s VIBE Tulipa therapeutic baths are offered in
the THERMOMASSEUR® category (with Geysair® hot air
system) and in the TUB category, to which you can add Illuzio
chromatherapy and WarmTouchShell® Thermotherapy®
technologies.
Bathe, bloom and thrive with BainUltra’s Tulipa.

© VIBE TULIPA 6033 (Polished nickel feet)

A distinctive design.
VIBE TULIPA 6033 • Freestanding • 60“ x 33“ x 25“

Choice of finishes for the metal feet, and the integrated waste & overflow*
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* Printed colors shown may vary slightly from actual colors.
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Components* Acrylic*

The specifications shown represent the outer edge dimensions and the inside bathing capacity dimensions measured at air jets’ height. The manufacturer accepts a 1/4’’ [0.64 cm] variance.
There are variations on each bath and specifications are subject to change as we improve upon our product as required. The dimensions needed for site preparation and structure building will
differ. BainUltra assumes no responsibility for preparatory work done prior to the product being on the site. *Some restrictions may apply.
Total or partial reproduction of the content or pictures of this document is prohibited without BainUltra Inc. authorisation.
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